by dissatisfaction among the electorate, as the nation was mired in a deepening economic crisis that began during a Republican president's administration. Unlike Roosevelt, however, Obama was soundly defeated in most southern states. This political reality would make it difficult for him to implement policies to address the economic crisis in the early years of his presidency, as he faced strong resistance from Republican legislators heavily concentrated in the South.
The South's strong ties to the national Republican Party preceded the Obama presidency. In fact, Obama fared better in the South than did John Kerry and Al Gore, the Democratic nominees in 2004 and 2000, respectively. As many scholars have pointed out, realignment of southern voting patterns in national politics, which transformed the South from a Democratic to a Republican stronghold, was in part driven by a backlash resulting from the national Democratic Party's support for African American civil rights in the 1960s and beyond (Beck 1977; Black 2004; Carmines and Stimson 1989) . Violent and non-violent resistance to the civil rights agenda from white segregationists in the South-reflected in the emergence or resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan, Citizens' Councils, State Sovereignty Commissions, and strong support for the third-party presidential bid of George Wallace-drew attention to how white southerners, as well as many white Americans outside the South, resented progressive change that they deemed threatening to their own racial and class interests and values.
In this article, we aim to shed additional light on party realignment in southern states. We do so by considering whether mobilization of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1960s had an enduring impact on presidential voting outcomes in southern counties. While the substantive significance of this question carries considerable weight, we engage in this work because of its broader implications. Given the vitriol that currently characterizes party politics in the United States, and given the strong geographic patterning of party voting, it is not surprising that political pundits, scholars, and ordinary citizens engage in discussions of "two Americas," "culture wars," and "red states" versus "blue states," as they perceive that people in the United States are becoming polarized to such an extent that it poses a serious threat to national unity (Frank 2004; Gelman 2008; Hunter 1991) . Contrary to these perceptions, however, research shows that Americans are not, in fact, becoming increasingly polarized on a broad range of issues (DiMaggio, Evans, and Bryson 1996; McAdam and Kloos 2014) . For example, and pertinent to our research, overt expressions of racial prejudice, once common among white U.S. citizens inside and outside the South, are now much less likely to be expressed in survey responses (Griffin and Hargis 2008; Quillian 2006; Schuman 1997) . While regional differences persist, racial attitudes have become less polarized over time, even in the face of durable structural and more subtle barriers to racial equality (Bonilla-Silva 2014; Jackman 1994; Omi and Winant 1994) .
One form of polarization that has, in fact, grown is that between adherents of the two major political parties (Fiorina, Abrams, and Pope 2005) . Voters' preferences across a broad range of issues have increasingly become aligned with their party's positions. Ideological homogeneity across issue clusters among voters within parties thus results in an ideological gulf between parties (Abramowitz and Saunders 1998; DiMaggio et al. 1996) . Little attention, however, has been given to the mechanisms that produced this outcome. A focus on party realignment in the South offers a unique opportunity to study how voter preferences on a particular issue, such as opposition to civil rights, can become aligned with party voting. Loyalty to the Democratic Party ran deep among white southern voters for well over a century prior to the 1960s, but within just a few election cycles, most southern states were solidly in the Republican camp. 1 Yet not all southern communities embraced the GOP to the same degree, and not all white voters abandoned the Democratic Party. By examining this internal heterogeneity of southern communities and southern voters, we hope to gain a deeper understanding of the sources of political polarization. Our investigation, we believe, can also increase our understanding of how racial privilege can be sustained in a nation where an increasing number of citizens feel they are living in a "color-blind" society (Bonilla-Silva 2014) .
Theoretical approaches to the study of social movement consequences provide us with a jumping-off point for examining the Klan's influence on voting. Yet we must extend social movement theory to address some of the more general questions related to political polarization. In addition to asking whether a social movement can influence a particular voting outcome, we address questions about how a movement can produce enduring effects-effects that continue to shape social behavior long after the movement itself has declined. Answers to these questions, as we will show, offer insight into how U.S. politics have become more polarized while people in the United States have not.
POlItICAl POlARIzAtIOn AS A SOCIAl MOVEMEnt OutCOME
Much of the research on social movement outcomes identifies attributes of social movement organizations or features of the political context that increase the likelihood a movement will achieve its stated goals. There is still much to be learned, however, about unintended consequences of mobilization and the ways movements can contribute to cultural change (Giugni, McAdam, and Tilly 1999) . As Amenta and colleagues (2010) note, a failed social movement can produce significant social change, while a movement that achieves its goals may have only a minimal impact on society at large. In our case, the Ku Klux Klan failed in its efforts to defend Jim Crow segregation in the South, and its membership plummeted in the late 1960s (Chalmers 1987; Cunningham 2013; Wade 1987 ). Yet the Klan, as we will argue, contributed to the racialization of national politics and, in that sense, its influence has long outlived the movement's heyday of resistance to black civil rights.
In short, we argue that KKK activism raised the salience of conflicting interests in the civil rights struggle and exacerbated deep divisions among community members in local settings. It encouraged white voters to prioritize the defense of white supremacy when making voting decisions, upending long-standing Democratic Party allegiances and favoring Republicans over Democrats in presidential elections. Polarization in local contexts resulting from Klan activism, in turn, helped ensure that voting realignment would be lasting rather than temporary. If we are correct, we should find that southern counties where the Klan was active in the 1960s experienced greater increases in Republican voting in the immediate aftermath of the movement's peak resistance to civil rights advances, compared to southern counties where the Klan did not have a presence. These increases in Republican voting should sustain over time, even when controlling for other changes that took place in these counties. Finally, we expect that even decades after the initial conflict, the extent to which southern voters' views on segregation map onto their voting behavior will depend on whether the Klan had been active in the county in which they reside.
Consequences of Mobilization
Research on social movement outcomes shows that many of the factors that contribute to the emergence of social movements, such as a favorable political context, strong and resourceful organizational infrastructure, and coherent and effective framing of grievances, can also increase the likelihood that a movement achieves its goals (Amenta, Dunleavy, and Bernstein 1994; Cress and Snow 2000; Goldstone 1980; McAdam 1982; McCammon et al. 2007 ). Building on the resource mobilization and political process traditions, for example, Andrews (2001) emphasizes the importance of developing a strong organizational infrastructure that can prompt political elites to grant concessions in response to potential threats posed by a formidable movement. By this same logic, an organizational presence in a particular local setting should make it more likely a movement will affect the community, even in ways that may not be fully intended or may not be a primary goal of the movement.
The political context in which movements operate can also shape outcomes. Amenta and colleagues (1994) offer a political mediation theory, specifying an interaction between organizational strength and political opportunities. To force social change, the argument goes, a movement must be organizationally strong enough to be taken seriously and also benefit from the presence of political incentives for authorities to grant concessions. When it comes to voting outcomes, movement activism may signal an opportunity to political officeholders and candidates, who will consider the strategic benefits of making concessions to the movement to attract votes (see Burstein and Linton 2002) .
Movements, in turn, can play a role in helping constituents recognize these types of appeals. Greater exposure to a movement, by virtue of activism in one's local community, should facilitate this linkage of movement grievances and candidate outreach. Exposure by itself, however, is insufficient. Cress and Snow (2000) argue that framing processes are important not only for movement mobilization but also in shaping movement outcomes. To attract support, movement activists typically offer a diagnosis of the problems they are seeking to address as well as a prognosis (Benford and Snow 2000; Snow et al. 1986 ). In our case, we would not expect movement influence on voting behavior if Klan leaders failed to provide clear guidance about the relationship between voting and movement goals (see McVeigh 2009; Redding 1992; Schwartz 1976) .
Enduring Effects
Based on the preceding discussion, there is reason to expect that social movements can influence particular voting outcomes in local settings, because members of a community where a movement is active have greater exposure to the movement, raising the salience of movement grievances in the broader political arena. This exposure can help potential voters recognize how movement grievances are aligned with political candidates' positions. Yet this argument would lead us to expect only a short-term effect. If we expect, as we do, that a social movement's influence can outlive the movement's presence, we must identify mechanisms that sustain a movement's influence over time.
We assume that significant changes in behavior, such as breaking an alliance with a political party when voting for president, are most likely to be sustained in the presence of social reinforcement (Myers and Lamm 1976) . It is here that polarization in local settings can play an important role. Individuals often possess only a limited knowledge of issue positions held by political parties and candidates, and they often have a flawed perception of the extent to which their own views on a particular issue are shared by others (Campbell et al. 1960; Converse 1964) . Luker (1984:137) , for example, describes how individuals who became anti-abortion activists viewed the Roe v. Wade ruling as a "bolt from the blue." It was unimaginable to them, based on the information available through their discussion networks, that abortion could be legalized and that many people in the United States actually supported legalization. Kuran (1995) notes how revolutions can catch the world by surprise because the level of discontent with a given regime becomes apparent only after the fact. Similarly, other researchers note how a "spiral of silence" can lead individuals to falsely perceive that a minority opinion is actually in the majority, if proponents of the minority viewpoint are highly vocal while those in the majority do not communicate their opinions to others (Granovetter and Soong 1988; Noelle-Neumann 1993) .
Building on this work, Baldassarri and Bearman (2007) call attention to how particular issues that temporarily receive a great deal of attention in the media and discussion networks-what they call "takeoff issues"-can produce notable shuffling of social relations and interaction patterns. Under normal circumstances, individuals often perceive polarization in the broader environment, sensing that views held by their close associates are distinct from those held by other groups in society. This occurs because they tend to engage with others who are similar to them and to select discussion partners and topics in ways that avoid disagreement and conflict (Baldassarri and Bearman 2007; Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995) . An individual, for example, may discuss politics with person A, who shares her political views, but discuss music with person B, who shares her taste in music but not necessarily her political views. This method of dissonance reduction produces relatively stable patterns of social relations as well as an exaggerated sense of the overall ideological homogeneity within one's own friendship networks.
A takeoff issue, however, can shake up these stable relationships. Intense public discussion and debate around a controversial topic can force discussions with alters that reveal conflicting attitudes and values on a highly salient topic. This, in turn, can lead to a restructuring of social relations (Baldassarri and Bearman 2007) . A social movement, particularly one that is highly visible, controversial, confrontational, and violent, can produce or even become a takeoff issue within local communities. While such movements may become topics of discussion even outside the communities where they are active, a local presence increases the likelihood they will become intense topics of debate and discussion. Social movements, therefore, may not simply influence individual opinions in the short term-they can also embed people within new social relations that hinge upon support or opposition to a movement and its goals. By aligning themselves with or against a political party or program, such movements can contribute to party polarization, as individuals increasingly establish relationships with others who share both their attitude toward the movement and their party identity.
People come to see themselves as Republicans in opposition to Democrats or vice versa, and this new identity is reinforced by engaging in new discussion networks with individuals who share their party identification.
Even after a movement has left the scene or is no longer serving as a takeoff issue, these associated relationship patterns can remain intact for years and even generations. Party identification can act as a lens through which individuals interpret a broad range of issues, and over time, voters accommodate their stances on particular issues-issues on which they do not have deeply held opinions-to the positions advanced by their party (Aldrich 2011; Campbell et al. 1960) . In this way, a process of dissonance reduction once again leads to solidification of discussion patterns that locks individuals into a new set of insiders and outsiders-allies and enemies. Even after actors' feelings toward a social movement have softened or changed over time, the restructuring of social relationships can ensure a movement's influence on voting endures. Party identification can be passed from generation to generation (Campbell et al. 1960; Sears et al. 1980) , and new entrants to a community are exposed to a preexisting structure of social ties in which individuals sharply divide along party lines.
In short, we expect that social movements-particularly radical and confrontational movements-can influence voting outcomes in the short term by calling attention to links between movement goals and positions taken by political candidates. Furthermore, by virtue of restructuring social relations in local settings and creating new lines of polarization, a movement's influence can outlive its own presence. With these ideas in mind, the next section considers the role played by the Ku Klux Klan in the party realignment of southern counties.
QuAlItAtIVE AnAlySIS: HOw tHE KlAn MAttERED
The civil rights-era KKK's direct influence on the political process peaked during the 1966, 1967) . Klan recruiters organized nightly rallies to capitalize on widespread white resentment of civil rights activism and the perceived threat posed by the anticipated and eventual dismantling of Jim Crow segregation in the South. Efforts to implement school desegregation plans, as well as passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, allowed Klan recruiters to communicate a sense of urgency as they sought to attract members and support. Consequently, the movement had its greatest appeal among white working-class southerners vulnerable to economic competition from African Americans (Cunningham 2013; Cunningham and Phillips 2007; Luders 2010) .
The KKK and Party Politics
In line with prior scholarship that emphasizes the importance of an organizational infrastructure in producing movement outcomes (e.g., Andrews 2004), we expect that shifts from Democratic to Republican voting were most pronounced in communities where the Klan had an organizational presence. Certainly, the Klan had supporters and sympathizers in most southern communities in the mid-1960s, but the movement's presence should have helped loosen long-standing political loyalties, reorient local relations around fluctuating party positions, and thus consolidate support for wholesale shifts in political alliances.
To understand how the civil rights-era Klan shaped voting patterns in enduring ways, we emphasize the KKK's orientation to institutional politics, its role as a takeoff issue among residents of southern communities where it coalesced, and the contours of party politics in the South. Certainly, generating support for specific Republican presidential candidates or the Republican Party in general was not a primary goal of the Klan. Yet the movement was, in large part, a militant reaction to the civil rights agenda-an agenda ultimately embraced by the national Democratic Party. As a result, while the Klan was perhaps best known for its violent tactics in the 1960s, the movement did invest significant energy in attempting to influence voting outcomes. Indeed, when Klan leader James Venable was asked about the movement's violent orientation, he responded, "The Klan's deadly weapon will become block-voting and the ballot box" (Kelley 1961) .
Other Klan leaders spoke of the importance of turning out votes among individuals sympathetic to their cause as a means of countering increased voting by African Americans (Luders 2010) . Klan leader Robert Shelton made this strategy clear, exclaiming that "we want to show a greater bloc vote to the politician than the Negro has" (Associated Press 1962) . Similarly, UKA North Carolina Grand Dragon Bob Jones repeatedly called for his supporters to use "ballots over bullets" to "form a voting bloc to defeat any niggerloving politician that runs for office" (Clay 1966 ). Jones's call was telling, as he not only sought to counter the voting efforts of African Americans and liberals, but also to support "good white men" in office, regardless of their party affiliation (quoted in Cunningham 2013:113) .
This emphasis on evaluating and supporting candidates based on their "authentic whiteness"-that is, their commitment to maintaining racial segregation-rather than their party ties signaled a significant departure in the South, which had solidly supported the Democratic Party since the Civil War. Such allegiances reflected the enduring association of Republicans with the "Party of Lincoln" and Reconstruction, as well as significant southern working-class support for progressive Democratic economic policy. Equally crucial was the fact that the very idea of uncompromising party loyalty was wedded to the logic of white supremacy. Consolidated support for a single party ensured white political dominance: even if black citizens voted in larger numbers and as a bloc, the "white vote" would never be split between two parties. Thus, party loyalty had long been closely intertwined with the maintenance of Jim Crow (McMillen 1990) .
The Klan's emphasis on ideological purity in the face of civil rights challenges, and its leaders' corresponding calls to support only candidates not beholden to black votes and black interests, represented a forceful early effort to break down unquestioning support for this "Solid South" status quo. Such efforts occurred alongside profound shifts in major party platforms. As late as 1958, Republican legislators were pronouncedly more liberal than Democrats in their racial views. Such party differences were stark within the South, of course, but also held nationally, with 90 percent of northern Republican senators considered racial liberals. Nationally, 91 percent of GOP senators-versus only 44 percent of their Democratic counterparts-identified as liberal on race issues in 1958 (Carmines and Stimson 1989) . During the 1960s, however, Democratic presidents Kennedy and Johnson pushed for civil rights legislation, while national Republican candidates shifted away from their prior support of civil rights. Barry Goldwater's 1964 presidential campaign reflected the most visible early manifestation of this shifting racial demography (McAdam and Kloos 2014) , and Klan members advocated for Goldwater's Republican candidacy in 1964 while incessantly criticizing Democratic incumbents' intensifying support for civil rights. The UKA's large-scale effort to mobilize its members to stump en masse for George Wallace's reactionary third-party campaign in 1968 not only cemented this break with the Democratic establishment, but it created a precedent-and an infrastructure-for direct engagement with electoral campaigns (Cunningham 2013) . The KKK's rhetoric routinely and fervently emphasized voting appeals. At nearly all of its nightly rallies throughout the mid1960s, Klan speakers underscored the message that, as one member put it, "if you don't believe in mixing races, we want to vote out all of these [Negro] lovers that we have in office . . . start voting people in office that will be white men" (U.S. House of Representatives 1966 Representatives :2896 . Such messages were heard directly by a wide swath of the local population; it was not unusual for rallies to attract more than a thousand spectators, the majority of whom were sympathizers or curious onlookers rather than formal KKK members (Chalmers 1987; Cunningham 2013; Luders 2010) . Less directly, but ultimately more powerfully, the intense debate that surrounded the group meant the Klan's message affected residents who did not even attend rallies. Even where the Klan's message had mass appeal, the organization's presence and the violent means through which it frequently sought to reinforce its segregationist aims earned it lightening-rod status in many local communities. As Cunningham (2013) notes, in KKK hotbeds like eastern North Carolina, local newspapers carried multiple articles each week debating the Klan's legality and the group's moral and political legitimacy. Ministerial associations and other civic bodies regularly condemned the Klan's presence and its penchant for cloaking terroristic threats within patriotic and Christian frameworks, and state officials spoke out strongly against Klan violence. Such intensive debate and discussion placed disproportionate emphasis on a fractious political element, ensuring the KKK itself served as a takeoff issue. This dynamic enhanced the salience of the group's political message and created a basis for embedding individuals in relations polarized along lines of support or opposition to the movement and its goals.
The Klan's position that racial ideology should trump party loyalty both presaged and contributed to the massive de-alignment of white southern voters from the national Democratic Party in the later 1960s. When, in 1980, George Wallace's former campaign manager famously explained his backing of Ronald Reagan's candidacy by arguing that "we're looking for a conservative individual for President, and we don't care what party he runs on" (quoted in Black and Black 2002:218) , he was reiterating a position that KKK leaders had advanced ad nauseum 15 years earlier. As such, the Klan's impact on its supporters' orientation to institutional politics-solidified by its steady promotion of a rationale for breaking down unquestioning party alignments as well as its contribution to increasingly polarized relational patterns that reshaped partisan identities-provided a basis for altered patterns of party support that endured long beyond the life of the civil rights-era KKK itself.
QuAntItAtIVE AnAlySIS: DAtA AnD MEtHODS
To assess the enduring impact of 1960s Klan activism on Republican voting, we draw on longitudinal data for southern U.S. counties. Counties have historically been especially meaningful political units in southern politics, and KKK klaverns organized and operated at the county level (Andrews 2004; Cunningham and Phillips 2007) . We collected data for five separate time points, each corresponding to a decennial year (1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000) . We matched these time points with voting outcomes of five presidential elections. In each case, we recorded the percentage of votes cast for the Republican candidate in the election corresponding with, or immediately following, the decennial year. The key test of our argument involves determining whether southern counties that experienced Klan activism showed greater increases over time in Republican voting than did counties without Klan activism, even after controlling for effects of the Goldwater and Wallace votes and other changes in these counties that could potentially relate to voting change. To address this central question, we utilize a fixed-effects design. Here, we take advantage of the fact that we have measures of voting, and measures of all our covariates, for a time period immediately before the Klan's mass civil rights-era resurgence (which, again, began in 1961 with the formation of the UKA), 3 as well as measures for four subsequent time periods. The fixedeffects design explicitly models the change that occurs within counties over time rather than analyzing variation across counties at one point in time. The results of our fixedeffects model are identical to those that would be obtained if we pooled data for the different time periods and manually inserted a dichotomous variable for every county included in the analysis. One important advantage of the fixed-effects model is that it controls for all constant, but unobserved and unmeasured, differences across our cases (Allison 1994 ). Because we are estimating change within counties over time, an omitted variable is only problematic if it is time-variant.
To assess the endurance of any Klan influence on Republican voting, we estimate models of varying time spans. First, we examine change within counties from 1960 to 1972, with Klan activism treated as an event that intervened between the two periods. Subsequently, we examine change from 1960 to 1980, from 1960 to 1992, and from 1960 to 2000. In each model, we also include a dichotomous variable for the latter time period to ensure that our estimates are not simply reflecting changes in Republican voting in the four later time periods that may have had nothing to do with Klan activism in the 1960s. These measures also control for varying popularity of the specific candidates in each election year. In 1972, for example, Richard Nixon defeated his opponent in a landslide, whereas in other years the races were more competitive. In 1992, a third-party candidate, Ross Perot, captured a significant number of votes that might have otherwise gone to the Republican candidate. We are interested in assessing the Klan's influence on Republican voting net of the candidate's overall popularity with southern voters in any particular election.
We limit our analysis to counties within states where the Klan made a concentrated effort to recruit members during the 1960s: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia (U.S. House of Representatives 1966). We constructed several of our independent variables using a dataset developed by Messner and colleagues (2000) as part of their National Consortium on Violence Research (NCOVR) project. The dataset includes several county-level measures for our 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990 time periods. We extended the dataset to include the 2000 time period and also used other data sources (described below) to add additional variables. To account for numerous changes in boundaries for counties and county equivalents in Virginia, we followed a strategy developed by Messner and colleagues (2000) , aggregating data for counties that experienced a boundary change to form 11 geographic units, or county clusters, out of 28 counties that experienced boundary changes. Our analysis includes a total of 878 county units over five time periods.
Variables
We constructed our measure of Klan activism using a census of Klan units compiled in advance of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities hearings on the Ku Klux Klan (U.S. House of Representatives 1967). The growth of the KKK in the early 1960s under Robert Shelton's leadership, along with the violent nature of the organization, prompted the FBI to launch a new COINTEL program to investigate "white hate groups" (Cunningham 2004 ). Although it is certainly possible that the FBI missed some Klan organizations, these data reflect an extraordinarily comprehensive intelligence-gathering process based on field investigations and subpoenaed bank records. As Cunningham and Phillips (2007) note, the committee report estimates their error rate is less than 10 percent. While measurement error is of concern, we think its impact should be minimal in this case, because any Klan organization that failed to come to the FBI's attention was probably not active enough or visible enough to have a significant impact on voting within the county where it was located.
We constructed a dichotomous variable indicating whether the Klan had an organization established within a county during the time period under which the census was undertaken (1964 to 1966) . All counties have a value of zero for the 1960 time period; counties that experienced Klan activism in the mid1960s are coded 1 for all other time periods, signifying the county experienced Klan activism in the 1960s. We focus on Shelton's UKA, the largest and most stable of all Klan organizations, to avoid giving weight to a small number of ephemeral self-proclaimed organizations that contained few actual members. We do merge our UKA data, however, with parallel Klan organizations in the states of Florida (United Florida KKK), Mississippi (White Knights of the KKK), and Louisiana (Original Knights of the KKK). These organizations were well established, with considerable documented membership overlap with the UKA (see Cunningham and Phillips 2007) . Figure 1 presents the geographic distribution of Klan organizations. The figure shows the Klan was particularly strong during this time period within the Carolinas. In fact, 67 percent of North Carolina counties had at least one Klan organization, as did 63 percent of South Carolina counties. The Klan was also well represented among Mississippi counties (64.6 percent) and Louisiana parishes (50 percent). The map suggests there was substantial geographic clustering of Klan mobilization in the 1960s, and this clustering holds some implications for our analysis. Cabarrus County, North Carolina, for example, did not have a Klan organization but was completely surrounded by counties that did. The likelihood that residents of this county were exposed to the Klan's influence should be much higher than would be the case for residents in a non-Klan county in western Arkansas that was spatially distant from counties with Klan organizations. To account for this clustering, we constructed another dichotomous variable coded 1 if a county did not have a Klan organization but was adjacent to a county that did. All other counties are coded as 0. 
Control Variables
We control for several other features of southern counties that could be related to voting outcomes and Klan activism. Perhaps most important is a control for the 1968 Wallace vote. To that end, we used Congressional Quarterly's series America Votes (Scammon 1970 ) to obtain a measure of the percent of votes cast for George Wallace in his thirdparty presidential challenge. As noted earlier, Wallace appealed to many of the same types of racial resentments that invigorated the Klan's base of support. Indeed, Wallace once reflected on his use of racism to launch his political career, observing that "I started off talking about schools and highways and prisons and taxes-and I couldn't make them listen. . . . Then I began talking about niggers-and they stomped the floor" (quoted in Carter 1995:109). We also include a measure of the percent of votes cast for Republican Barry Goldwater in 1964. Goldwater's conservatism and his strong defense of states' rights held great appeal for white segregationists. Although he was soundly defeated in the national election, Goldwater enjoyed strong support in many southern states. While the Wallace and Goldwater campaigns played important roles in breaking ties between white segregationists and the Democratic Party, we expect to find that the Klan had an independent effect on party realignment in the South. Because many northerners moved to the South during the latter part of the twentieth century (see Tolnay 2003) , it is especially important to control for population change and changes in racial distributions. We control for the natural log of counties' total population as well as the log of population density. In our longitudinal analyses, we control only for population because the area of our county units remains constant over time. We consider two measures related to white boundary maintenance and racial competition in southern counties. The first is the percent of the county population that is African American. Because the vast majority of African Americans vote Democratic, proportional increases in African Americans within a county should reduce Republican voting. We also used America Votes to calculate a measure of the total number of votes cast in each election under consideration. Due to severe skewness of the variable, we used a logarithmic transformation. This variable is particularly important in our longitudinal analyses, because an increase in the total number of votes cast in presidential elections reflects, to a great extent, full enfranchisement of black southerners after passage of the Voting Rights Act. In later time periods it also captures differences in voter turnout during different election cycles.
We include two measures related to levels of economic prosperity in southern counties: the natural log of median family income and the percent of the civilian labor force that is unemployed. Net of other variables, we would expect higher levels of Republican voting to be associated with higher median income and lower unemployment in a county. Relatively conservative economic policies promoted by Republican candidates would be most appealing in more prosperous counties (Gelman 2008; Lassiter 2006) . We include controls for college education (the percent of individuals 25 years and older who have a degree), the percent of homes that are owner-occupied, and the median age in the county. Finally, we recognize that Klan activism was at least in part a reaction to the threat posed by African American civil rights organization. In our cross-sectional analyses, 5 we include a dichotomous measure coded 1 for counties that had at least one NAACP branch during the time period in which the Klan was active. 
Individual-Level Analysis
Our longitudinal county-level analysis allows us to determine whether counties that experienced Klan activism showed greater increases in Republican voting than did counties that did not experience activism. We expect the Klan's presence influenced not only its members' behavior, but also others who were at greatest risk of exposure to the KKK's ideas and activities by virtue of residing in a county where the Klan was active. Klan activism, we argue, played an important role in linking grievances held by proponents of segregation to voting behavior, thus disrupting longestablished voting patterns where the Democratic Party had previously catered to opponents of black civil rights. To increase confidence in our argument, we supplement our county analysis with an individual-level analysis. We utilize data obtained through the Southern Focus Poll (Center for the Study of the American South 1992), administered from March 9 to April 16, 1992. The survey utilized a random-digit dialing sample targeting households with telephones in southern states. This particular poll has several advantages in light of our research goals. Because the poll focused on southern voters, we are able to obtain a sample of 505 respondents from the 10 southern states included in our analysis. Moreover, 1992 was an election year more than two decades after the peak of Klan activism in the South, and respondents were asked whether they planned to vote for the Republican or Democratic candidate in the November elections. Importantly, we are able to use two measures that reflect respondents' attitudes about civil rights that are highly relevant to the Klan's agenda. These data also allow us to place respondents within their county of residence. Therefore, we can determine whether the fit between civil rights attitudes and voting preference is, as we would expect, stronger in counties that experienced Klan activism in the 1960s.
For a measure of voting preference, respondents were asked whether they thought they would be voting for the Democratic or the Republican candidate in November. Given the timing of the survey, this question captures respondents who could say with confidence that they would vote for the Republican candidate, even before the party nominees had been selected. A plurality of respondents (41 percent) indicated they would be voting Republican; 30.3 percent indicated an intention to vote Democratic. For our analysis, we created a dichotomous dependent variable with respondents expressing intent to vote Republican coded 1 and all others coded 0.
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As noted earlier, we are particularly interested in how respondents' views on integration and civil rights map onto their voting preferences. Respondents were asked whether they were in favor of "integration of the races, strict segregation, or something in-between." By 1992, when the survey was administered, only 3.8 percent of respondents said they favored strict segregation. A substantial amount, though, did signal some reservations, with 37.4 percent saying they favored something in-between and 2.6 percent indicating they were unsure or did not know. We created a dichotomous variable to capture the contrast between the 56.2 percent who said they favor integration and all other respondents. Respondents who did not indicate support for full racial integration are coded 1 and those who did are coded 0. Respondents were also asked if they agree with the following statement: "The South would be a lot better off if it had won the War Between the States." Because Klansmen in the 1960s drew inspiration from the original Ku Klux Klan that emerged in the South in the aftermath of the Civil War and, like that first Klan, organized in defense of white supremacy, this question provides insight into our core concern. We measured responses as an ordinal variable with respondents who strongly agree (6.9 percent) coded 7, agree (4.8 percent) coded 6, slightly agree (5.5 percent) coded 5, not sure (15.6 percent) coded 4, slightly disagree (10.1 percent) coded 3, disagree (17.4) coded 2, and strongly disagree (39.6 percent) coded 1.
While we are primarily interested in how these orientations toward race relations map onto voting behavior, we include several control variables that may also be related to voting preferences. We include a dichotomous measure of racial identity, with respondents who identify as white (84.4 percent) coded 1 and other respondents coded 0. We also control for respondents' age, whether they are female, whether they are married, and their years of schooling. For a measure of church attendance, respondents are coded 1 if they attend church at least once a week (50.5 percent) and 0 otherwise. We control for attitude toward the economy with a survey item that asked respondents if they think their family income will be higher, the same, or lower, six months into the future. Individuals who responded "higher" (35 percent) are coded 1 and other responses are coded 0. We include a measure of whether a respondent lived in a southern state at the age of 16 (69.8 percent), and a measure of whether the respondent selfidentifies as a "Southerner" (73.5 percent). We include a measure of political ideology through an ordinal variable ranging from 1 to 7, with respondents who said that when it comes to politics they consider themselves a "strong conservative" (18 percent) coded 7 and those who view themselves as a "strong liberal" (6.9 percent) coded 1. Finally, respondents were asked if they viewed the Confederate flag as a symbol of racial conflict or of southern pride. Those who responded "southern pride" (71.7 percent) are coded 1 and all other respondents are coded 0.
FInDIngS

County-Level Analyses
Before assessing the influence of Klan activism on changes in voting patterns, we first briefly examine the lay of the land leading up to the Klan's resurgence in the 1960s. Here, we treat our Klan measure as the dependent variable to identify county attributes conducive to the formation of Klan organizations. We control for state-level differences to isolate the effects of county attributes. Our independent variables for these analyses reflect measures of county attributes in 1960. As can be seen in the first column of Table 1 , we find that Klan organizations were more likely to form in counties with larger populations, higher rates of homeownership, and higher percentages of African Americans. The latter finding, particularly, is consistent with prior research that draws on competition and threat arguments (Blalock 1967; Bonacich 1972; Olzak 1992 ), characterizing Klan activism as a conservative reaction to the threat posed by African Americans in the midst of a struggle over civil rights (Cunningham and Phillips 2007; Luders 2010) .
In the second set of results presented in Table 1 , we include the Republican vote in 1960 as a predictor of Klan activism. Note that after controlling for the 1960 vote, the coefficient for median income remains negative but becomes statistically significant. Also consistent with threat or competition arguments, this reflects how the Klan was particularly appealing in less prosperous counties where competitive pressure would be highest. Perhaps most important for our purposes, however, the findings also draw attention to a movement-party mismatch. The Klan was most likely to form in Democratic counties, reflecting the long-standing affinity between southern Democratic voting and the goals of white supremacy. Yet during this time period, as discussed earlier, the national Democratic Party was increasingly aligning with the black civil rights struggle.
In the face of this mismatch, the campaigns of Republican Barry Goldwater in 1964 and third-party independent candidate George Wallace in 1968 attracted support from many white voters who had previously voted Democratic but favored Goldwater's and Wallace's conservatism on civil rights. As discussed earlier, the Klan played an active role in encouraging white southerners to prioritize white supremacy over party loyalty. As Table 2 shows, after controlling for statelevel differences and many county attributes related to voting outcomes, Klan presence is related to a significantly higher percentage of votes cast for Goldwater and Wallace. Because Goldwater ran as a Republican, it is not surprising that the Republican vote in 1960 significantly predicts the vote for Goldwater in 1964. However, the magnitude of the coefficient is smaller than might be expected (a 1 percent increase in the Republican vote in 1960 produces only a .54 percent predicted increase in the vote for Goldwater). Clearly, much more than prior patterns of party voting lie behind the variation in the vote for Goldwater. We see that Goldwater tended to fare better in counties with low population density, lower levels of unemployment, and lower median age. Goldwater, unlike Nixon four years earlier, picked up stronger support in counties with high percentages of African Americans. Given the barriers to voting still in place in the South for blacks in 1964, prior to passage of the Voting Rights Act, this finding reflects high support among white voters in counties where the perceived threat posed by African Americans to white interests was greatest. Again, after controlling for other influences, we find that the vote for Goldwater was, on average, 2 percent higher in counties where the Klan was organized. In the second column, we add our measure capturing adjacency to Klan counties for counties that did not have a Klan organization. The coefficient for our Klan variable is strengthened when we control for this spatial effect, but the measure of adjacency is not, itself, a significant predictor of the Goldwater vote.
Table 2 also shows that four years later, George Wallace-a former Democratic Alabama governor running as a third-party candidate-drew strong support in counties that were heavily Democratic in 1960. Like Goldwater, Wallace drew stronger support in sparsely populated counties. He also tended to do well in counties with low unemployment, lower percentages of college graduates, and higher median incomes. With Table 2 ) but remains statistically significant. In the final column of Table 2 , we add our measure of adjacency to Klan counties. Once again, we see that including this control for spatial proximity increases the magnitude of the coefficient for our Klan variable (from 1.60 to 2.76). In this case, the variable measuring proximity to the Klan is a significant predictor of the Wallace vote.
Having a Klan chapter in a county produces a stronger effect, but non-Klan counties adjacent to Klan counties also show significantly higher support for the Wallace candidacy. The preceding analyses shed light on the Klan's relationship to presidential voting in a key period in the realignment of southern voting. As the Democratic Party became increasingly aligned with the cause of black civil rights, disgruntled white southerners started to question their long-standing loyalty to the party, and many crossed party lines to vote for Goldwater in 1964 and Wallace in 1968. By the early 1970s, it had become increasingly clear that the national Republican Party was more in line with the interests of those opposed to civil rights than was the Democratic Party. In the next set of analyses, we employ a fixed-effects design that examines the change in voting that occurred within counties over time, while taking into account how our covariates also changed over time. Did counties that had active Klan organizations in the 1960s experience greater increases in Republican voting over time compared to counties that did not have a Klan organization? Results presented in Table 3 indicate they did.
For each time span, we first present results without the Klan variable and then with the Klan variable. In a third model, we add the control for adjacency to Klan counties, reflecting the likelihood that individuals residing in a county that did not have a Klan organization might have been influenced by Klan activity in neighboring counties.
When considering the change in Republican voting from 1960 to 1972, our results indicate that after controlling for other changes occurring within counties, the average increase in Republican voting in Klan counties was just over 2 percent higher than was the case in counties without a Klan organization. Although the magnitude of the difference is not dramatic, when aggregated across hundreds of southern counties, the Klan influence reflects a rather substantial number of votes. The estimated Klan effect holds even after we control for the votes for Goldwater and Wallace. The Wallace vote, not surprisingly, is very strongly related to increases in Republican voting. The coefficient for the Goldwater vote, on the other hand, is negative. It is important to keep in mind that the Goldwater vote would be positive and significantly related to increases in Republican voting if we failed to control for the Wallace vote. Certainly, many southerners who voted for Goldwater in 1964 turned to Wallace in 1968. These voters, in turn, tended to move to the Republican Party in 1972. In the third model, we see that the coefficient for our Klan variable is strengthened when we include a control for spatial proximity. The measure of adjacency, however, is not itself significant.
Among the control variables, we find that our measure of total votes cast has a negative effect on Republican increase. This most likely reflects the sharp increase in votes among black southerners in the aftermath of the Voting Rights Act. Notably, however, the variable falls short of statistical significance after controlling for spatial proximity. Republicans also gained votes in counties where there were increases in homeownership and where increases in unemployment were minimal (or in some cases where unemployment declined).
As can be seen in the four different time intervals examined in Table 3 , the estimated Klan effect does not diminish over time. In fact, when we expand the time spans under consideration, the coefficient for our Klan variable is significant at the .001 level, and Also noteworthy, we find that the measure of adjacency to Klan counties significantly predicts increased Republican voting in the two longer time spans. As would be expected, however, the estimated effect is weaker than is the case when the Klan was actually present in the county. Perhaps even more notable, the coefficient estimates for the effect of Klan activism within a county become substantially stronger when our models account for spatial proximity. These findings suggest that geographic clustering of Klan activism facilitated the endurance of the Klan's influence over time.
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Among the control variables, we find that estimated effects of increases in total votes cast depend on which time span is being considered. Early growth in black voters may have initially benefited Democrats, but it was later offset by increased turnout among northern transplants and social conservatives who grew increasingly energized by Republican positions. We consistently see rising unemployment working against Republican gains. Also important, we find that changes in racial composition are associated with change in Republican voting, with Republicans making greatest gains in counties where the black population comprised a declining share of the overall population.
These findings support our argument about how a radical and highly visible social movement such as the Ku Klux Klan can have an enduring impact on voting outcomes. Even after controlling for votes for Goldwater and Wallace, Klan counties show greater movement toward the Republican Party than do nonKlan counties, and after the movement declined, its influence on presidential voting endured. The Klan, as our analyses suggest, played a key role in disrupting traditional voting alliances and linking opponents of segregation to the Republican Party, as the GOP's nominees took more conservative stances on civil rights than did their Democratic opponents.
We are not arguing that the civil rights-era Klan exerted continual influence on voting outcomes even after its collapse in the late 1960s. Instead, we assert that its actions in the 1960s helped dislodge voters from preexisting party loyalties and contributed to a restructuring of network ties that would reinforce the link between segregationist preferences and Republican voting over time. To a great extent, the long-term influence of 1960s Klan activism on Republican voting was mediated by intervening voting behavior. Table A1 in the Appendix shows results of our analyses when we re-estimate the models with the votes for Republican candidates for all intervening elections included. As expected, the coefficient for the Klan variable is reduced substantially when controlling for the intervening voting outcomes, although the Klan variable does remain statistically significant for each time span. The variable measuring adjacency to a Klan county is no longer significant when controlling for intervening elections, suggesting that effects of proximity to a Klan county are mediated entirely through subsequent voting. Because the Klan declined rapidly in the late 1960s, we also expect that the endurance of the Klan effect should depend on the extent to which it influenced voting outcomes in the immediate aftermath of its 1960s resurgence. To check this assumption, Table A1 includes an interaction between the measure of Klan activism and the vote for Republican Richard Nixon in 1972. For each time span under consideration, the interaction is highly significant, indicating the Klan effect on voting was most likely to endure in counties that showed strong support for Nixon in 1972, whereas it did not endure in counties where southern voters showed weak support for Nixon.
Individual Analysis
To gain a better understanding of how the Klan's presence in a county produced an enduring increase in Republican voting, we now turn our attention to the individual data taken from the 1992 Southern Focus Poll. Again, we are interested in how the Klan's presence polarized communities in ways that aligned individuals with parties according to their orientations toward black civil rights. In the first model of Table 4 , we include only our individual-level variables and our measure of whether the Klan was present in a county in the 1960s. Here, we see that income and conservative ideology are key determinants of voting preference. The more respondents lean toward conservatism on the liberal to conservative measure, the more likely they are to indicate intent to vote Republican. Higher income is also strongly related to Republican voting. Age is negatively related to the Republican vote, most likely reflecting the extent to which older voters reached voting age in an era when suffrage was severely restricted for black southerners and the Democratic Party dominated among white southerners. Along these same lines, respondents who were living in the South at age 16 are also significantly less likely to indicate an intention to vote Republican.
These results also show that individuals residing in counties where the Klan was active are not significantly different in their voting preference than those who live in non-Klan counties. This should be expected, however, because we anticipate that effects of Klan activism on individual voting depend on an individual's orientation toward civil rights. If, as we argued earlier, the Klan polarized communities, we would expect that orientations toward civil rights and the Klan's overall goals of defending white privilege would map onto voting preferences in ways that they do not in counties where the Klan did not have a presence. Note that in our first model in Table  4 , neither the measure of segregation preference nor the variable measuring views on the Civil War predict voting preference. Yet, as Model 2 shows, the estimated effect of the segregation variable on voting preference depends on whether a respondent resides in a Klan county. To facilitate interpretation of the interaction, we calculated predicted probabilities of voting Republican with different combinations of the two variables. Net of other variables, for individuals who do not favor full integration, the probability of voting Republican is .294 in non-Klan counties whereas it is .414 in Klan counties. For individuals residing in Klan counties, the probability of voting Republican is .339 for respondents who favor full integration, whereas it is .414 for those who do not favor integration.
In the next column, we see that the interaction between residence in a Klan county and attitude about the Civil War is also positive and significant. When we calculate predicted probabilities we find that, for respondents in former Klan counties, the probability of voting Republican is .545 for respondents who strongly agree with the statement that the South would be better off if it had won the Civil War. For respondents who hold the same attitude about the Civil War but live in a nonKlan county, however, the predicted probability of voting Republican is only .257. 9 To increase confidence that these important findings cannot be attributed to other county attributes that are correlated with former Klan activism, we add the county-level covariates included in our previous analyses. As the results in columns 4 and 5 show, including the other county controls has little impact on our key coefficients of interest. Finally, column 6 shows that the interaction effects discussed earlier remain statistically significant even when we consider both interactions simultaneously.
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COnCluSIOnS
Results of the preceding analyses confirm our expectation that counties that experienced Klan activism showed greater increases over time in Republican voting than did counties where the Klan did not establish a chapter. This result holds strong, even when we control for broad popular support for segregationist politics, reflected in votes for Barry Goldwater in 1964 and George Wallace in 1968. Furthermore, we find that the effect of Klan activism endured long after the movement's decline. Klan activism loosened entrenched party loyalties and directly contributed to the dealignment of white voters from the Democratic Party in the 1960s. This initial untethering process was critical to the more durable subsequent realignment with the Republican Party. In a context in which Democratic allegiance had long been synonymous with maintaining the racial status quo-and with a cultural power that still endures in popular conceptions of "yellow dog Democrats" who unquestioningly vote straight Democratic tickets-the Klan's strong calls to parse the "racial integrity" of candidates from all parties constituted a strong push for receptivity to Republican appeals. Because the Klan was highly visible, highly contentious, and violent, it held the potential to polarize communities in a way that facilitated a lasting alignment of racial attitudes and voting behavior. Indeed, we find that in 1992, decades after the Klan's decline, conservative racial attitudes strongly predict southerners' Republican voting, but only in counties where the Klan was organized in the 1960s.
The wedding of the Klan's mainly workingclass constituency to the Republican Party was no simple feat in light of the strong appeal that Republican candidates hold for wealthy and upper-middle-class white southerners (Gelman 2008) . Certainly, workingclass voters could be persuaded over time that Republican economic policies benefit them more than Democratic policies, but we expect these voters would be substantially more receptive to such appeals if they had already broken ties with the Democratic Party because of their positions on civil rights. Voting for Republican candidates placed them into new discussion networks that made it more likely they would come to embrace other Republican priorities. The Klan's role in party realignment thus provides us with an important example of how political polarization can occur in the absence of growing attitudinal polarization within society at large.
Our study should also be of particular interest to scholars studying race relations and racial inequality in the modern era. Quite a bit of attention has been given to the causes of racial conflict, but relatively few studies investigate how episodes of intergroup conflict can shape the trajectory of future race relations.
Research on the consequences of lynching is a notable exception to this claim. For example, recent research shows that higher levels of homicide (Messner, Baller, and Zevenbergen 2005) , patterns of enforcement of hate crime laws (King, Messner, and Baller 2009) , and use of capital punishment (Jacobs, Carmichael, and Kent 2005) can be traced, empirically, to lynching events that occurred as much as 100 years ago. Related to this, McVeigh and Cunningham (2012) recently showed that modernday increases in homicides in southern counties can also be traced to Klan activism of the 1960s. Our research on Klan activism and voting realignment advances this literature by explaining how conflict occurring even in the distant past can be consequential for a variety of contemporary outcomes.
In their classic study of lynching patterns, Tolnay and Beck (1995) emphasize the extent to which lynching not only involved brutal violence inflicted on individual victims, but also delivered a message to those who might challenge race-and class-based privileges. Lynching polarized southern communities, forcing individuals to choose sides on the question of how far one is willing to go, or how much violence one is willing to tolerate, in defense of racial privilege. Common ground between elite and non-elite white southerners in defense of white supremacy involved subordination of any potential challenge to class-based dominance. Moving forward in time to the 1960s, the Ku Klux Klan did not succeed in defending Jim Crow, but, through its similarly polarizing character, played a role in linking its working-class constituency to a political party that strongly opposes proactive intervention of the federal government to produce greater racial and class-based equality. 1960 to 1972 1960 to 1980 1960 to 1980 1960 to 1992 1960 to 1992 1960 to 2000 1960 
